# Temporary Tattoos
## Application Instructions & Best Practices

### Applying Your Tattoo

1. **CUT OUT** your tattoo from the page using scissors. For best results, cut closely to the edge of your tattoo image.

   **NOTE:** Your image will appear backwards. It will face the correct way when applied to your skin.

2. **PEEL** away the clear protective plastic layer to expose the adhesive. Be mindful not to get any dirt or debris on the exposed adhesive.

3. **APPLY** the tattoo's adhesive side to your skin. Apply even pressure to the tattoo backing paper using a wet cloth or sponge. Wait a minimum of 15 seconds, remove the cloth and gently slide off the paper. Allow the tattoo to dry naturally.

### Removing Your Tattoo

Temporary tattoos are waterproof, so they won’t come off easily in the shower or with soap and water. Temporary tattoos can quickly and easily be removed with rubbing alcohol cleanser, hand sanitizer, baby oil, or with a few strips of transparent household tape.

### Best Practices

- Do not apply to sensitive skin, or if allergic to adhesive.
- Make sure you wash and thoroughly dry the application area of skin before applying the tattoo.
- It’s best to clean the application area with an alcohol wipe prior to application.
- Try to choose a smooth, hair-free area of skin that doesn’t crease or stretch when you move.
- Tattoos will last longer if it is applied to a part of your body that doesn’t rub against a joint, straps or clothing.

### Other Considerations

- Some chemicals found in certain oils, creams/lotions and make-up (particularly sunscreen) can affect the tattoo’s adhesion over time when applied to the skin.
- Salt as a result from excessive sweating can affect the adhesion over time.
- Temporary Tattoos are waterproof but certain chemicals found in chlorinated water may cause the tattoo to fade faster or come off the skin.
- We suggest testing a tattoo in a chlorinated pool or against a particular cream to see if it will fade or come off.

Watch the video tutorial at YouTube.com/StickerYou | Questions? Please contact us online at StickerYou.com